Sonny Stitt CD/Album List:

Book #1

Groovin’ High - “Tune Up”
Webb City - “Tune Up” “ProperBox 65: Sonny Stitt: Sax O’Bebop (Disc 1)”
Cool Blues - “Sonny Stitt (Argo LP 629)”
Tri Horn Blues - “Live At The Hi-Hat Vol. 1”
Au Privave - “Stitt Plays Bird”
Blue Lights - “Pow!”
Up And Over - “Pow!”
‘Nuff Guff - “Pow!”
Liza - “Kaleidoscope” “ProperBox 65: Sonny Stitt: Sax O’Bebop (Disc 4)” “Stitt's Bits: The Bebop Recordings, 1949-1952”
Nice Work If You Can Get It - “Prestige First Sessions, Vol. 2: Sonny Stitt”
“ProperBox 65: Sonny Stitt: Sax O’Bebop (Disc 3)” “Stitt's Bits: The Bebop Recordings, 1949-1952”
Watch What Happens - “I Remember Bird/A Tribute To Ellington (Double CD)”

After You’ve Gone - “Kaleidoscope”
All God’s Chillun Got Rhythm - “Sonny Stitt, Bud Powell And J.J. Johnson” “Stitt’s Bits: The Bebop Recordings, 1949-1952”
Taking A Chance On Love - “Sonny Stitt, Bud Powell And J.J. Johnson”
“ProperBox 65: Sonny Stitt: Sax O’Bebop (Disc 2)” “Taking A Chance On Love”
Avalon - “ProperBox 65: Sonny Stitt: Sax O’Bebop (Disc 3)” “Stitt's Bits: The Bebop Recordings, 1949-1952”
I Want To Be Happy - “Sonny Stitt, Bud Powell And J.J. Johnson” “Stitt's Bits: The Bebop Recordings, 1949-1952” “ProperBox 65: Sonny Stitt: Sax O’Bebop (Disc 2)”
Fine And Dandy 1 & 2 - “Sonny Stitt, Bud Powell And J.J. Johnson” “Stitt's Bits: The Bebop Recordings, 1949-1952” “ProperBox 65: Sonny Stitt: Sax O’Bebop (Disc 2)”
The Champ - “The Champ”
Eight Track Blues - “I Should Care”
12! - “12!”

Book #2

By Accident - “Constellation”
The Midgets - “The Champ”
Jason - “Dumpy Mama”
Streamlined Stanley - “I Remember Bird”
Orange Ashtray - “So Doggone Good”
Stitt’s It - “Kaleidoscope” “ProperBox 65: Sonny Stitt: Sax O’Bebop (Disc 4)”
Cotton Tail - “Sonny Stitt With Strings: A Tribute To Duke Ellington”
Sonny Sounds - “Kaleidoscope” “ProperBox 65: Sonny Stitt: Sax O’Bebop (Disc 4)” “Stitt's Bits: The Bebop Recordings, 1949-1952”
The Eternal Triangle - “Sonny Side Up”
Later - “Kaleidoscope” “ProperBox 65: Sonny Stitt: Sax O'Bebop (Disc 4)” Stitt's Bits: The Bebop Recordings, 1949-1952
Indiana - “Live At The Hi-Hat Vol. 1”
All The Things You Are - “Soul Electricity!”
Strike Up The Band - “Soul Electricity!”
Casbah - “Constellation”
‘Nother Fu’Ther - “Stitt Meets Brother Jack”
Dumplin’ - “Soul Summit”
Soon - “Sonny's Back”
You Can Depend On Me 1 & 2 - “(Gene Ammons) All-Star Sessions With Sonny Stitt” “ProperBox 65: Sonny Stitt: Sax O'Bebop (Disc 3)” “Stitt's Bits: The Bebop Recordings, 1949-1952”
Blues At This Tempo - “12!”